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Abstract—Trajectory prediction with Closest Point of Approach (CPA) concept is a fundamental element of aircraft
Conflict Detection (CD) problem. Conventional motion-based
CPA prediction model generally assumes that aircraft is flying
in straight line with constant speed. But due to environment uncertainties and ground speed changes, this conventional method
frequently lacks accuracy in the real world with a high rate of
false alarms and missed detections. In this paper, we introduce
a novel automated data-driven CD framework with Machine
Learning (ML) for 3D CPA prediction in a lookahead time of less
than 20 minutes. Firstly, a 3D CPA model with cylindrical norm
is proposed as the baseline. Then, data preparation with Mode-S
observation data in France is explained, including data collection
and data processing, to convert raw Mode-S data to the closeto-reality dataset. Furthermore, feature engineering is applied to
build up a feature set with 16 features. Finally, four prevailing
ML models are used to predict the time, horizontal distance and
vertical distance of CPA in 3D airspace. CD is conducted based on
the predicted values. The prediction and CD results show that all
proposed ML models outperform the baseline model. Especially,
GBM and FFNNs could strongly enhance the performance of
CD.
Keywords—Air Traffic Management, 3D Conflict Detection,
Closest Point of Approach, Machine Learning

1. I NTRODUCTION
Safety is the primary concern in aviation due to the low
acceptance of risk. It is typically quantified in terms of
conflicts. A conflict is described as a loss of separation
between two or more aircraft. In 3D airspace, the separation
requirement for two aircraft involves minimum horizontal
separation, which is typically 5Nm in en-route airspace under
radar surveillance, and minimum vertical separation, which is
1000ft below FL290 and 2000ft above FL290 in Non-Reduced
Vertical Separation Minimum (Non-RVSM) airspace [1]. The
prevention of conflicts consists of conflict detection and resolution (CD&R). In CD stage, future positions of aircraft
during specific lookahead time interval are computed, named
Trajectory Prediction (TP). A potential conflict is declared if at
any of these timestamps the aircraft are in loss of separation.
In conflict resolution case, the aircraft trajectories involved
in the conflict are re-planned to avoid the conflict [2]. CD
is generally studied at three different levels: long-term, midterm and short-term [2]. In long-term, CD involves trajectory
planning and airline scheduling, which are the first operations

to avoid unnecessary conflicts and to ensure flight safety. MidTerm Conflict Detection (MTCD) is usually carried out by
Air Traffic Controllers (ATCOs) with the supports of semiautomated tools over a time horizon of tens of minutes. The
frequently used tools include Center TRACON Automation
System (CTAS) [3] and User Request Evaluation Tool (URET)
[4], etc. In view of Short-Term Conflict Detection (STCD), the
time scale is in seconds or minutes. The detected conflict must
be dealt with immediately, otherwise it will cause a severe
accident. To assist ATCOs and pilots, Short Term Conflict
Alert (STCA) and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) [5] are
developed and applied. The accuracy of TP plays a vital role
in the CD&R and air safety. In this paper, automated STCD
and MTCD with the lookahead time less than 20 minutes
will be studied through a data-driven CD framework based
on Machine Learning (ML) models.
Closest Point of Approach (CPA) is a key concept in
the algorithmic level for STCD and MTCD. It is intended
to determine the minimum distance and the associated time
between two aircraft at the same altitude with crossing or
converging traffic. The CPA is firstly introduced in maritime
domain for vessel CD problem [6, 7]. Then, plenty of researches have been carried out on using CPA concept for 2D
aircraft CD problem [2, 8–14]. CPA is also extended to be
applied in 3D airspace [15, 16]. In practical application for Air
Traffic Management (ATM), the CPA concept was successfully
applied in Eurocontrol’s MTCD tool, FAA AERA-2 tool,
URET [13].
However, CPA could be problematic. In theoretical CPA
calculation, it is assumed that the aircraft flys in a straight
trajectory with a constant velocity vector. Actually, the aircraft
may change or intend to change the heading and vertical rate
throughout the flight. Even in cruise phase, there are still
some minor changes in heading. Besides, the ground speed is
the superposition of airspeed and wind speed vectors. These
two vector components both have high-level uncertainties,
especially wind speed. Owing to the stochastic climate change
and the limitation of wind modelling strategy, the wind prediction bias is large and increases with time. Therefore, the
traditional motion-based CPA calculation method frequently
lacks accuracy in the real world with a high rate of false alarms
and missed detections [13]. Instead, data-driven techniques

are able to train appropriate models from all relevant and
actual past data with no or few prior assumptions and few
requirements for data quality. Compared to classical modeldriven approaches, contextual features can be extracted, such
as aircraft intents, speed changes, wind effects, etc.
Machine learning is one of the most prevailing techniques in
data-driven approaches. Typical machine learning models for
4D TP include linear regression models and Neural Networks
(NNs) models [17]. In terms of 2D CD, preliminary efforts
have been done by the authors and the validity of ML
approaches was proved [18]. Thus the objective of this paper
is to extend the 2D CD to 3D CD with ML methods. In the
experiments, we will firstly create a close-to-reality dataset
from Mode-S observations. The generated dataset ensures that
all aircraft are flying freely with no further conflict resolution
maneuvers. Then, feature set is generated based on the nature
of this problem. Prevailing ML methods are built to predict the
time, horizontal distance and vertical distance of CPA. These
models will be ranked based on their performance. To the best
our knowledge, Most CD researches use non-actual data. This
study will provide a novel insight of 3D CD based on actual
trajectory data.
2. 3D C LOSEST P OINT OF A PPROACH M ODEL

(a) 2D

(b) 3D

We focus on 2 aircraft (ownship, intruder) flying in 3D
airspace over a lookahead time interval from Tl to Tu . It is
assumed that each aircraft is represented by a point flying at
constant speed along a linear trajectory. As shown in Figure
2, their velocity vectors are vo and vi . their position vectors
at time t ∈ [Tl , Tu ] are po,t and pi,t . Let the relative position
vector be pt = po,t − pi,t and the relative velocity vector be
v = vo − vi . The property of time of CPA is provided in the
following definition:
Definition 2: The time of CPA tCPA ∈ [Tl , Tu ] satisfies
∀t ∈ [Tl , Tu ], kst + tvkcyl ≥ kstCPA + tCPA vkcyl

(2)

Thus, the time of CPA can be determined as follows:
tCPA = arg min kst + tvkcyl

(3)

t∈[Tl ,Tu ]

To solve (3), algorithm 1 is proposed [19]. The main idea
of this algorithm is to minimize the square of kst + tvkcyl ,
and study the specific values of two quadratic polynomials
functions.
After calculating tCPA , according to the following theorem,
it can be judged whether 2 aircraft are in loss of separation:
Theorem 1: Aircraft are in conflict if and only if kstCPA +
tCPA vkcyl < 1.
In this study, we will perform STCD and MTCD on aircraft
pairs, in which the tCPA is within the lookahead interval less
than 20 mins. This method is referred to as fixed threshold CD,
which is used in Eurocontrol’s MTCD tool [13]. Remark that,
we refer this conventional CD approach as the CPA baseline
method.

Figure 1: Protected zone

In broad terms, CPA refers to the positions at which
two dynamically moving objects reach their closest possible
distance, in case of no change in heading, rate of climb and
speed [19]. The distance and time at the CPA are crucial in
determining if and when the aircraft are in loss of separation.
In view of 2 aircraft travelling in the same horizontal plane,
the protected zone is a circle, as shown in Figure 1a. Their
minimum Euclidean distance is reached at CPA, which is
discussed in detail in our previous research [18].
However, in 3D airspace, the protected zone becomes a
cylinder with 30 or 60 times wider than high, as illustrated
in Figure 1b. The Euclidean distance is no longer a proper
metric to determine the CPA between aircraft. For example, a
loss of separation may not occur at the time that minimizes
their 3D Euclidean distance. To this end, a distance metric
called cylindrical norm is proposed and proved to be effective
[15]:
Definition 1: Given a cylinder of radius D and half-height
H, the cylindrical norm of a vector w ∈ R3 is defined as
follows:
!
kwz k kw(x,y) k
kwkcyl = max
,
(1)
H
D

Figure 2: illustration of CPA between 2 aircraft in 3D airspace

3. DATASET P REPARATION WITH M ODE -S DATA
A. Data collection
Mode-S data covering France on January 20, 2012 is used
in this study. It contains 11,214,216 data records of 21,314 trajectories. Each trajectory data record consists of the following
information reported by aircraft: flight number, Coordinated

Algorithm 1 Time of CPA calculation in 3D airspace
Input:
s, v: Relative position and velocity vector of 2 aircraft at the
initial state
Tl , Tu : lower bound and upper bound of lookahead time
interval
D, H: Horizontal and vertical separation
Output:
tCPA : Time of Closest Point of Approach
1: procedure TCA(s, v, Tl , Tu , H, D)
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:

A ← vz2 /H 2 − kv(x,y) k2 /D2
B ← 2sz vz /H 2 − 2(s(x,y) · v(x,y) )/D2
C ← s2z /H 2 − ks(x,y) k2 /D2
T ←∅
if v(x,y) 6= 0 n
then
o
T ← T ∪ −(s(x,y) · v(x,y) )/kv(x,y) k2
end if
if vz 6= 0 then

T ← T ∪ −sz /vz
end if
if A 6= 0 and B 2 − 4AC ≥ 0 then
for α ∈ {−1, n
1} do
o
√
T ← T ∪ (−B + α B 2 − 4AC)/(2A)
end for
else if A = 0 and B 6= 0 then

T ← T ∪ −C/B
end if
τ ← Tl
for t ∈ T do
if t > Tl and ks + tvkcyl < ks + τ vkcyl then
τ ←t
end if
end for
tCPA ← min(τ, Tu )
return tCPA
end procedure

Universal Time (UTC) timestamp, Position (longitude, latitude, altitude), ground speed g, vertical speed v, heading ϕ,
wind direction δ and wind speed w. Note that data records
with the same flight number belong to the same trajectory.
As a matter of fact, conflicts occur rarely in the real world.
All potential conflicts have generally been resolved by ATCOs,
pilots or automated systems. As a result, there is no conflict
in the raw dataset. To create more potential conflict cases
close to the actual situation, we choose to align the initial
timestamps of all trajectories to 0. Each trajectory pair is
then designed to ensure that aircraft are flying freely at their
speed and heading without conflict resolution maneuvers. The
actual aircraft intent is still inside each trajectory. After time
alignment, it is found that the traffic situation contains much
more potential conflicts and becomes more complicated, which
highly increases the difficulty to realize efficient and accurate
CDs.

Finally, the records of all trajectories are stored in N =
21, 314 matrices T(i) , i = 1, ..., N . Each matrix T(i) is of
size Li × M , where Li is the length of i-th trajectory and
M = 9 is the number of attributes except flight number.
B. Data processing
To convert raw Mode-S data to the close-to-reality dataset,
the following data processing stages are applied:
1) Coordinate system transformation: It is necessary to
convert the Geographic Coordinate System (GCS) into Projection Coordinate System (PCS) in that calculating distance
using longitude and latitude is not straightforward. More
specifically, the spatial reference EPSG 2154 is selected as
the PCS. The area of use for this PCS is France. The
projection method is Lambert conformal Conic (LCC), which
is widely used in aeronautical charts. After coordinate system
transformation, longitude, latitude and altitude are converted
into X, Y, Z coordinates.
2) Missing point estimation: Normally, the mode-S data
updates every 4 seconds. However, in some cases the update
frequency in the raw dataset can be 8, 16, 32 seconds. in
this study, these missing data records are estimated by using
piecewise linear interpolation. Note that, interpolate latitude
and longitude values will bring error to the calculation of
distance, because the length of the meridian at different
latitude is different. Thus, the interpolation will be performed
after transforming the coordinate system.
3) Cyclical attribute conversion: The heading in raw data
is magnetic heading, which is in relation to magnetic north.
Compared with the heading estimated by position changes
in the current coordinate system, the error is negligible.
Therefore, the heading doesn’t need to be recalculated. It
is noteworthy that heading and wind direction are cyclical
attributes. If we directly calculate the difference between 2
angles, for example, 1◦ − 0◦ and 359◦ − 0◦ get completely
different results. However, the results should be 1 degree in
both cases. To this end, we create new attributes, deriving
a sine and a cosine transform. Sine and cosine functions are
both uniformly continuous on R, which makes the heading and
wind direction cyclical. Then, the difference can be obtained
by calculating the Euclidean distance between sine and cosine
values.
4) Trajectory segmentation: To increase the robustness of
the proposed CPA calculation method, we allow fluctuations
of speed and heading in the dataset. A sensitivity analysis
on 2D CPA [12] has found that the fluctuation of heading
has a much greater impact on the CPA calculation than the
fluctuation of speed. The fluctuation of speed will not result
in the deviation from the original route, but the fluctuation
of heading will deviate the aircraft from original trajectory
and make it unpredictable. Thus, a trajectory will be filtered
if the fluctuation of heading is greater than 2 degrees or
the rate of climb changes. To improve the data quality, we
propose a trajectory segmentation method. For every trajectory,
the distance of heading and the difference of vertical speed
between all adjacent points are calculated. Then, points that

do not meet the criterion are considered as split points. These
points will split the trajectory to smaller trajectory segments,
which must contain at least 20 points.
5) Trajectories matching: Trajectories matching aims to
match trajectories into pairs and detect if there are conflicts.
If all N aircraft are involved, N (N − 1)/2 pairs will be
matched. Considering that it is a large value and aircraft that
are far apart should not be involved, before calculating the
minimum cylindrical distances between every points in each
trajectory pair, we simply calculate the minimum vertical vmin
and horizontal distance hmin between 2 start points and end
points of each trajectory pair. If vmin /H > vthreshold or
hmin /D > hthreshold , this trajectory pair is filtered. vthreshold
is set to 2 and hthreshold is set to 3 according to the experience.
For other trajectory pairs, the minimum cylindrical distances
are calculated. The minimum duration of 2 trajectories is set
as the lookahead time for each trajectory pair. Finally, the
remaining trajectories in the dataset are shown in Figure 3.
Unlike data preprocessing in the previous work [18], It can be
seen that most trajectories in the raw data are kept. Figure 3a
shows trajectories projected in the horizontal plane. It can be
seen that the headings of aircraft are almost constant. Figure
3b presents the altitudes of trajectories that change over time.
The rate of climb of each trajectory segment includes both
cases: descent, climb and level flight.

(a) Projection in the horizontal
plane

(b) Altitudes change over time

focus on the first 5 trajectory points of each trajectory pair,
including the attributes of ownship (Xo,t , Yo,t , Zo,t , ϕo,t , go,t ,
vo,t , δo,t , wo,t ) and of intruder (Xi,t , Yi,t , Zi,t , ϕi,t , gi,t , vi,t ,
δi,t , wi,t ), t = 1, ..., 5. The lookahead time T is set as the
elapsing time from the 5th trajectory point to the last trajectory
point and is included in the feature set.
•

However, some attributes are not related to the CPA calculation. For example, the CPA is derived based on the current
position, regardless of the previous positions. Thus, the relative
position of the 5th trajectory points is added into the feature
set:
•
•
•

A. Feature engineering
Feature engineering refers to the process of extracting features from raw data using domain knowledge and transforming
them into formats which are suitable for ML models.
The feature set in this study should be built based on the
nature of CPA and the dataset. To begin with, the heading
and the rate of climb of aircraft in the dataset are nearly
constant, which roughly conforms to the assumptions of the
conventional CPA calculation. However, the speed changes
greatly. The initial speed cannot reflect the aircraft intent in the
lookahead time. To this end, information on multiple trajectory
points should be used to construct features. In this paper, we

ϕo = mode(ϕo,1 , ..., ϕo,5 )

(4)

ϕi = mode(ϕi,1 , ..., ϕi,5 )

(5)

δo = mode(δo,1 , ..., δo,5 )

(6)

δi = mode(δi,1 , ..., δi,5 )

(7)

vo = mode(vo,1 , ..., vo,5 )

(8)

vi = mode(vi,1 , ..., vi,5 )

(9)

where mode function returns the most frequently occurring
number.
The cosine and sine value of heading and wind direction
are created as features:
•
•

4. M ACHINE L EARNING A PPROACHES TO P REDICT
C LOSEST P OINT OF A PPROACH AND D ETECT C ONFLICT

X5 = Xo,5 − Xi,5
Y5 = Yo,5 − Yi,5
Z5 = Zo,5 − Zi,5

In addition, the values of some attributes on the first 5
trajectory points may be close, including heading, ground
speed, wind direction and wind speed. Simply setting the first 5
attributes as lag features may bring redundancy to the feature
set. The prediction will be much less effective if the inputs
have many similar values. Since the values of heading, vertical
speed and wind direction rarely change in the first 5 trajectory
points of aircraft, we keep the value of attributes that appears
the most often:

•

Figure 3: Illustration of trajectories in the dataset

T = Tf − T5

•

cos ϕo , sin ϕo
cos ϕi , sin ϕi
cos δo , sin δo
cos δi , sin δi

The difference between 2 vertical speeds is added to the
feature set:
•

v = vi − vo

Inspired by the use of convolution for denoising in signal
processing, we define a new ”convolution” operation called
average subtractive convolution to process ground speed and
wind speed.
Definition 3: The average subtractive convolution of 2 vectors of equal length a = (a1 , a2 , ..., an ) and b = (b1 , b2 , .., bn )
is given by:
2n−1
1 X
a∗b= 2
n i=1

min(i,n)

X
j=max(1,i−n+1)

(bi−j+1 − aj )

(10)

Therefore, the following features involved with ground
speed vectors gi = (gi,1 , ..., gi,5 ), go = (go,1 , ..., go,5 )
and wind speed vectors wi = (wi,1 , ..., wi,5 ), wo =
(wo,1 , ..., wo,5 ) are added to the feature set:
• gx = (cos ϕi · gi ) ∗ (cos ϕo · go )
• gy = (sin ϕi · gi ) ∗ (sin ϕo · go )
• wx = (cos δi · wi ) ∗ (cos δo · wo )
• wy = (sin δi · wi ) ∗ (sin δo · wo )
In addition, some additional features derived from conventional CPA calculation algorithm are also introduced:
2
2
2
2
• A = v /H − kgk /D
2
2
• B = 2s5z v/H − 2(s5(x,y) · g)/D
2
2
2
2
• C = s5z /H − ks5(x,y) k /D
where g = (gx , gy ), s5 = (X5 , Y5 , Z5 ).
Finally, the feature set contains 16 features. All useful
information for calculating CPA is included in the feature set.
B. Conflict detection model
Several ML approaches are applied to predict the time of
CPA tCPA , horizontal distance of CPA dCPAxy and vertical distance of CPA dCPAz , based on real trajectory dataset generated
in section 3. Note that, for each ML algorithm, 3 single-target
models will be built. Each model is trained on the training set
(i)
(i)
Si : (X, t(i) ) = {(x1 , t1 ), ..., (xN , tN )}, i = 1, 2, 3. After
computation, the predicted cylindrical norm of relative position
at CPA is calculated as:


dCPAz dCPAxy
,
(11)
kdCPA kcyl = max
H
D
Then, the following formula is used to detect conflict:

kdCPA kcyl < 1, Conflict
kdCPA kcyl ≥ 1, No conflict

inner loops. A K1 -fold CV splits the dataset S into K1 subsets
Si , i = 1, ..., K1 . For each outer loop i, Si is the test set and
the remaining K1 − 1 folds S−i = S\Si act as the training
set. Then, there is another K2 -fold CV, which will further split
the training sets S−i into K2 subsets S−i,j , j = 1, ..., K2 .
For each inner loop j, S−i,j act as the validation set and the
remaining K2 − 1 folds S−i \S−i,j act as the training set. The
purpose of the inner loop is to select the hyperparameters and
the outer loop aims to assess the model performance. Let K1 =
5, K2 = 5, then the proportion of training sets, validation sets
and test is respectively 64%/16%/20%.
Random search is used for hyperparameter optimization in
the inner CV. It is much more efficient than grid search algorithm, especially when the search space has high dimension.
The pseudocode of random search is depicted in Algorithm 2.
The strategy of random search is to draw independently from
a probability distribution in the grid or range of hyperparameters.
Algorithm 2 Random search on model A
Input:
V = {v1 , ..., vN }: Range or grid of N hyperparameters
F = {F1 (·), ..., FN (·)}: Cumulative Distribution Function
(CDF) of N hyperparameter values

1:

(12)

C. Machine learning models
In our previous research [18], the results demonstrate that
Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) is not suitable to address our problem. Thus
these models are eliminated. We propose other prevailing ML
models, including Feed-Forward Neural Networks (FFNNs),
K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), Gradient Boosting Machine
(GBM), and Random Forests (RF). Details of these models
are described in the appendix of this paper.
5. M ODEL VALIDATION AND R ESULTS D ISCUSSION
The experiment was run on a laptop with Intel core i78750H CPU @ 2.20GHz, 16GB RAM and NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 1070 GPU. All algorithms were implemented in Python
3.6.2. Note that the dataset is large and the models are
complex. The training process could be time-consuming.
Nonetheless, the training is completed offline. Then, the realtime prediction can be fully ensured.
A. Model selection
In order to well select the hyperparameters and to achieve
an unbiased performance of ML models, the Nested Cross
Validation (NCV) is proposed. It consists of outer loops and

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

SV : Validation set
K: Numbers of sampling iterations
Output:
λ∗ : Selected hyperparameters
procedure R ANDOM S EARCH CV(V, F, SV , K)
for i = 1 to K do
(r1 , .., rN ) ← N uniformly distributed random
numbers generated between 0 and 1
Λi ← (F1−1 (r1 ), ..., FN−1 (rN ))
. Inverse CDF
end for
λ∗ ← arg min Err(A, λ, SV )
λ∈Λ

return λ∗
8: end procedure
7:

The random search will be conducted with 64 trials in
terms of each model. The hyperparameters need to be tuned
according to their probability distributions are presented in
Table I. Other hyperparameters not in the table are set to
default values.
FFNNs and GBM were trained for 50000 epochs. For
FFNNs and GBM, reducing the learning rate as the training
progresses is useful to improve the learning ability. To this
end, we use the schedule of reducing the learning rate when
a metric stopped improving, commonly known as ReduceLRonPlateau. In this paper, the metric is chosen as the Mean
Absolute Error (MAE) on the validation set. The learning rate
is starting from 0.1 with patience of 100 epochs and decay
factor of 0.5. The learning rate can be adaptively adjusted by
this algorithm and need not to be manually tuned.

TABLE I: Hyperparameters optimized in random search

Method Hyperparameter

Range or grid

Distribution

M
loss function
Φ

uniform
{’MAE’, ’MSE’}
uniform
{’ReLU’, ’tanh’, ’sigmoid’} uniform

KNN

K
weight function
p†

{1,2,...,20}
{’uniform’, ’inv distance’}
{1,2,3,4,5,6}

GBM

boosting type
max number of leaves
fraction of bagging
fraction of feature
loss function

{’GBDT’, ’GOSS’, ’DART’} uniform
{10, 20, ..., 100}
uniform
{0.5, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9}
uniform
{0.5, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9}
uniform
{’MAE’, ’MSE’}
uniform

FFNNs

RF
†

{2, 3, ..., 10} ∪ {16, 32, 64, 128}

number of estimators {10, 20, ..., 100}
max features
[1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128]
loss function
{’MAE’, ’MSE’}

uniform
uniform
uniform

uniform
uniform
uniform

Figure 4: Confusion matrix visualization
TABLE II: Prediction results of dCPAxy , dCPAz and tCPA

Models

Only used when weight function is ’inv distance’.

Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Root Mean Squared Error
(RMSE) are used to assess the prediction performance on
dCPA and tCPA :
N

TP
TP + FN
TN
TNR =
TN + FP
FN
FNR =
FN + TP
FP
FPR =
FP + TN

tCPA (s)

Baseline
FFNNs
KNN
GBM
RF

4.52
0.30
1.56
0.20
0.51

9.63
0.56
2.13
0.43
0.80

29.01
9.32
12.88
7.35
20.13

203.3
66.85
95.96
49.22
90.22

42.73
3.83
13.67
4.63
5.08

67.83
13.05
30.85
13.39
15.24

(13)

(14)

where yi is the forecast value and ti is the actual value.
To evaluate the classification accuracy of CD, confusion
matrix is introduced [20]. The classification result contains
four possible cases for the predicted class and the actual class:
True Positive (TP), False Positive (FP), False Negative (FN)
and True Negative (TN). TP and TN are correct decisions
made. FP and FN are also known as type I error and type
II error, respectively. The illustration is shown in Figure
4. Furthermore, we will introduce four measures including
True Positive Rate (TPR), True Negative Rate (TNR), False
Negative Rate (FNR) and False Positive Rate (FPR), which
are respectively defined as follows:
TPR =

dCPAz (ft)

MAE RMSE MAE RMSE MAE RMSE

B. Performance evaluation

1 X
|ti − yi |
MAE =
N i=1
v
u
N
u1 X
2
(ti − yi )
RMSE = t
N i=1

dCPAxy (Nm)

(15)
(16)
(17)

better due to trajectory segmentation. The best value of each
performance metric is bolded.
Since the assumption on constant speed and heading is
not guaranteed, that the prediction results of CPA baseline
model on dCPAxy and tCPA is not satisfying. Nevertheless, the
prediction results on dCPAz is relatively accurate, considering
that the vertical separation minimum is 1000ft. It is derived
from the low fluctuation of vertical speed. The results indicate
that the CPA baseline model is unreliable for CPA prediction
in the actual operations. In view of ML models, it can be seen
that all models perform much more better than CPA baseline
model. Thereinto, GBM outperforms other models in terms of
dCPAxy and dCPAz . Comparing with the CPA baseline model,
the MAE of is reduced by 4.32Nm (95.58%) and the RMSE is
reduced by 9.20Nm (95.53%) for dCPAxy prediction, the MAE
of is reduced by 21.66ft (74.66%) and the RMSE is reduced
by 154.08ft (75.79%) for dCPAz prediction. In view of tCPA
prediction, FFNNs perform best in terms of tCPA . Comparing
with the CPA baseline model, the MAE of is reduced by 38.90
s (91.04%) and the RMSE is reduced by 54.78 s (80.76%).
Actually, the prediction performances of FFNNs, GBM, RF
are very close. KNN is inferior to other approaches, which
could be attributed to its insufficient learning capabilities.

(18)

C. CPA prediction results
Table II depicts the prediction performance of horizontal
distance, vertical distance and time of CPA in terms of
different ML algorithms. Compared with our previous study
in 2D [18], the prediction performance seems much more

D. Conflict detection results
To evaluate the effectiveness of our models for CD in 3D
airspace, we conduct CD by comparing 1 with the calculated
cylindrical norm of relative position at CPA based on predicted
dCPAxy and dCPAz . It is noteworthy here that the minimum
vertical separation is alternative, which is 1000ft below FL290
and 2000ft above FL290. To handle this problem, since the

fluctuation of vertical speed is negligible, we estimate the
altitude of CPA of 2 aircraft using kinematic method based on
the relative vertical speed and the tCPA predicted with GBM:
ZCPAi = Z5i + vi,5 · tCPA

(19)

ZCPAo = Z5o + vo,5 · tCPA

(20)

At CPA, if one aircraft is below FL290, another is above
FL290, the minimum separation standard H is still set as
1000ft. Otherwise, if ZCPAi and ZCPAo are below FL290,
H = 1000ft. If ZCPAi and ZCPAo are above FL290, H =
2000ft.
The classification results are summarized in Table III.
Though negative cases are mostly correctly classified, it is
obvious that the baseline model is not suitable to detect conflict
in real operations. 27.38% TPR indicates that an unignored
proportion of conflict cases are not successfully identified. It
should be noted that FN is arguably more serious than FP,
because FN incorrectly identifies conflict case as conflict-free,
which may let ATCO underestimate the danger and ignore it
rather than deliver conflict resolution instructions. In view of
ML models, GBM performs best in terms of TP and FN. Most
conflict cases are correctly identified. Nevertheless, The FPR
is a little bit high. That is to say, a little proportion of safe
cases are classified as conflicts. FFNNs have the lowest FPR
among all models, but the TPR is lower than GBM. FFNNs
and GBM are alternative to be chosen, depending on the need
for higher TPR or TNR. RF performs ordinarily among ML
models. The CD performance of KNN is close to baseline
model, which is also undesirable. Such results are capable
of indicating that suitable ML models are able to strongly
enhance the performance of CD.
TABLE III: Confusion matrix

TP

Models
Baseline
FFNNs
KNN
GBM
RF

FN

TN

FP

Num

Rate

Num

Rate

Num

Rate

Num

Rate

18543
24088
18742
24914
23917

72.62%
94.33%
73.40%
97.57%
93.37%

6992
1447
6793
621
1618

27.38%
5.67%
26.60%
2.43%
6.34%

221191
222148
217772
214018
212627

99.35%
99.78%
97.81%
96.13%
95.50%

1453
496
4872
8626
10017

0.65%
0.22%
2.19%
3.87%
4.50%

6. C ONCLUSION
Air traffic growth remains strong over the next decades.
Dense traffic will bring intensified workload to human operators. High accuracy of trajectory prediction will definitely
support ATCOs or pilots to act more efficiently to solve
conflicts, it also plays an important role in future ATM system.
In this paper, we introduced a novel automated data-driven
CD framework based on Machine Learning (ML) approaches
to predict CPA in 3D airspace. We firstly introduced the 3D
CPA model with the cylindrical norm. Then, we created a
close-to-reality dataset from Mode-S observations. Feature set
is generated based on the nature of this problem. Furthermore,

prevailing ML methods were built to predict the time, horizontal distance and vertical distance of CPA. The prediction
results were compared with the conventional baseline model.
The results indicate that: firstly, compared with our previous
study in 2D [18], the prediction performance seems much
better due to trajectory segmentation. Secondly, the CPA
baseline model shows less accuracy for CPA prediction in
actual operational environment. While, all used ML models
perform much better than CPA baseline model, and GBM
outperforms other ML models in terms of dCPAxy and dCPAz .
Thirdly, in the CD results, 27.38% TPR with the baseline
model indicates that an unignored proportion of conflict cases
are not successfully identified. While with GBM and FFNNs
models, the TPR is much lower, less than 5%. Thus, suitable
ML models are able to strongly enhance the performance of
CD.
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A PPENDIX
1) Feed-Forward Neural Networks: A specific class of NNs
is introduced to approximate the function f (·), referred to
as Feed-Forward Neural Networks (FFNNs). Feed-Forward
Neural Networks (FFNNs) are the first and simplest type of
NNs. It is said to be universal functional approximators [21].
The feed-forward term means that the architecture doesn’t
have closed directed cycles, which ensures that the outputs are
deterministic functions of the inputs [22]. Given input vector
(x1 , ..., xD )T , the output can be calculated as:




M
D
X
X


y(x; w) = Ψ 
wi Φ
wji xj + wj0  + w0  (21)
i=1

j=1

where M is the hidden layer node number, wji is the weight
between the j-th input node and the i-th hidden node, wi is
the weight between the i-th hidden node and the output node,
wj0 is the bias to the i-th hidden layer, w0 is the bias to
the output layer. Frequently used Φ including Rectified Linear
Unit (ReLU) function, hyperbolic tangent (tanh) function and
sigmoid function. they are respectively defined as follows:
ΦReLU (x) = max(0, x)
ex − e−x
Φtanh (x) = x
e + e−x
1
Φsigmoid (x) =
1 + e−x
Ψ is the identity function:
Ψ(z) = z

(22)
(23)
(24)

(25)

2) K-Nearest Neighbors: K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) [23]
is a non-parametric and a lazy learning algorithm. In the
regression analysis, KNN predict the unseen instance by local
interpolation of the K nearest neighbors in the training set.
The pseudo-code of KNN is given in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 KNN for regression
Input:
X ∈ RN ×D : Input of the training set,
Y ∈ RN ×1 : Output of the training set,
x ∈ RD : New input vector
Output:
y ∈ R: Output of x
1: procedure KNN R EGRESSION (X, Y, x)
2:
for n = 1 to N do
3:
Compute distance d(Xn , x)
4:
end for
5:
NK ←
P K-NN of x based on {d(Xn , x)}1≤n≤N
6:
y ← n∈NK Yn w(d(Xn , x))
7:
return y
8: end procedure
where d(·, ·) is the distance function and w(·) is the weight
function.

The distance metric of KNN provides a way to describe
similarity between examples. The prediction can be greatly improved by choosing an appropriate distance metric. Minkowski
distance is widely used:

1/p
D
X
p
m j − nj 
(26)
d(m, n) = 
j=1

where m, n are vectors in RD , p is the order. For example,
when p = 2, the distance corresponds to the Euclidean
distance.
The weight function has two frequently used types: uniform
weighting and inverse distance weighting.
Uniform weighting function assuming all neighbors are
weighted equally:
w(d(Xn , x)) =

1
,
card(NK )

∀n ∈ NK

(27)

where card(·) assigns the cardinality of a set.
Inverse distance weighting function weighs neighbors by the
inverse of their distance:
1/d(Xn , x)
, ∀n ∈ NK (28)
w(d(Xn , x)) = P
m∈NK 1/d(Xm , x)
3) Gradient Boosting Machine: Gradient Boosting Machine (GBM) is a famous ensemble learning method and can
be viewed as iterative functional gradient descent algorithms
[24].
Given a training set {(x1 , t1 ), ..., (xN , tN )} and expected
number of weak learners M , initializing the model as:
F0 (x) = arg min
γ

N
X

L(tn , γ)

(29)

n=1

Then the m-th weak learner hm (·) is trained by set
{(x1 , r1m ), ..., (xN , rN m )}, where m = 1, ..., M , and


∂L(tn , F (xn ))
rnm = −
, n = 1, ..., N
∂F (xn )
F (x)=Fm−1 (x)
(30)
rnm is also known as pseudo-residuals. Then the prediction
model is updated by the following equation:
Fm (x) = Fm−1 (x) + γm hm (x)

(31)

where the multiplier γm is computed by:
γm = arg min
γ

N
X

L yn , Fm−1 (xn ) + γhm (xn )



(32)

n=1

Gradient Boosting Decision Tree (GBDT) is a frequently
used boosting type of GBM. Other methods include Dropouts
meet Multiple Additive Regression Trees (DART) [25],
Gradient-based One-Side Sampling (GOSS) [26], etc.
4) Random Forests: Random Forests (RF) [27] are a popular tree-based ensemble learning method. They are a combination of tree predictors such that each tree in the forest depends
on the values of a random vector sampled independently and

with the same distribution. With the combination of weak
learners, a stronger learner will be generated. As an ideal
candidate for bootstrap aggregating (bagging) algorithm, the
idea in RF is to improve the variance reduction of bagging by
reducing the correlation between the trees, without increasing
the variance too much. In addition, because the law of large
numbers, overfitting is seldom seen in RF with sufficient
number of data. The pseudo-code of RF is given in Algorithm
4 [28].
Algorithm 4 RF for regression
Input:
X ∈ RN ×D : Input of the training set,
Y ∈ RN ×1 : Output of the training set,
x ∈ RD : New input vector
Output:
y ∈ R: Output of x
1: procedure RF R EGRESSION (X, Y, x)
2:
for i = 1 to L do
3:
Draw a bootstrap sample Db with replacement of
size Nb from training data D = (X, Y)
4:
Build regression tree Ti on Db , by recursively
repeating the following steps for each terminal node of
the tree, until the minimum node size nmin is reached:
1) Select m variables at random from the D variables.
2) Pick the best variable among the m.
3) Split the node into two daughter nodes.
5:
end for P
L
6:
y ← 1/L i=1 Ti (x)
7:
return y
8: end procedure

